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Retail Banking 
Personal Financial Management 

Loyalty programs have been around for ages but 
few consumers outside of the consulting crowd 
actively think about how their hotel stays and credit 
card spend return to them in the form of rewards 
dollars. By flying with United, we earn Star Alliance 
miles and by using our AmEx card, we accrue points 
that can be redeemed for gift cards and electronics. 
 
These loyalty programs have made their way into 
the retail and quick-service restaurant (QSR) 
industries in the form of point-based loyalty 
schemes and punch cards. And with the 
proliferation of smartphones, independent parties 
like FrontFlip, Belly, LevelUp and Foursquare have 
taken a digital-only approach at loyalty schemes, 
through the use of gamification and location-based 
coupons in their mobile apps. 
 
But unlike the relatively clear-cut store rewards 
programs of retailers and QSRs, those of travel 
providers and financial institutions are substantially 
more complicated. With complex contract terms 
and reward detail buried in the fine print, these 
businesses have done a fabulous job of reducing 
transparency into how consumer activity like card 
spend and travel translates into rewards. 
 
The lifecycles of these loyalty programs and 
rewards schemes vary by provider but always begin 
with some type of initiation or enrollment, which 
can take place via e-mail, direct mail or in person, 
and may first involve an assessment of eligibility. It 
is in this stage where perks are amplified and key 
details are blanketed in lengthy brochures or online 
user agreements. 

Loyalty programs for travel providers and financial institutions tend to be substantially more complicated than those of retailers 

From there, a consumer might receive an 
introductory gift that keeps him or her pleased until 
reward transparency is inevitably lost. Statements 
summarizing the period’s activity are typically 
delivered to the consumer on a monthly basis (long 
after a consumer remembers activity made early in 
the period) and in paper or PDF format, which adds 
friction to the process of calculating value earned 
on incremental activity. 
 
Few third parties have taken ownership of this 
‘loyalty program evaluation’ space (what is there to 
gain?), leaving consumers to calculate savings and 
assess prospective offers on their own. In reality, it 
is the providers themselves that are tasked with 
providing transparency into rewards payout – a 
natural conflict of interest (greater transparency to 
the consumer ultimately produces a higher cost of 
rewards to provider and greater rates of customer 
attrition). 
 
The fact is that consumers lack an adequate means 
for determining which loyalty programs give the 
best bang for their buck. Consumers should be able 
to enroll in programs that are best-fit for their 
financial condition and personal preferences. 
Talking with a sales representative is often how this 
is accomplished today – but wouldn’t it be nice if 
the process had an extra element of automation 
and equity to it? 
 
Think about why you fly United over American or 
prefer Marriott to Hilton. Many of these 
preferences stem from a provider’s geographical 
coverage or history within your family. And even 
when the consumer looks past these factors, they 
are inundated with tempting promotional offers 
that fail to take into account what might actually be 
best for that consumer.  
 

With complex 
contract terms and 
reward detail buried 
in the fine print, 
loyalty providers 
have done a fabulous 
job of reducing 
transparency into 
how consumer 
activity like card 
spend and travel 
translates into 
rewards 



Retail Banking 
Personal Financial Management (cont.)  

To no surprise, even the largest providers tend to 
mask reward payout. It’s difficult to know for sure 
which merchants officially qualify as ‘restaurants’ 
when paying with Chase’s Marriott Rewards card, 
Similarly, the value of points earned on a hotel stay 
is unknown until those points are ultimately 
exercised (due to the hotel category, location and 
date of the reward stay). 
 
More than enough data exists to assist consumers 
in tracking, alerting and reporting on reward-based 
activity. A third party might develop a form that 
allows users to input loyalty preferences (i.e. ‘I 
spend a lot on gas’, ‘I fly to Washington D.C. on a 
frequent basis’, etc) that yields a simple illustration 
of the most ideal credit cards, hotel providers or 
airlines for them. A third party could also create 
‘benchmark’ rewards so that consumers have some 
idea of reward earned on incremental activity. 
 
Better yet, third parties may decide to leverage the 
powerful tool of mobile, which can better facilitate 
time- and location-based loyalty (i.e. three hours 
spent in the bar earns a consumer a free drink). 
Mobile enables consumers to regularly 
acknowledge the rewards they earn on their 
everyday activity at the physical point-of-sale (i.e. 
real-time coupons and points earned when walking 
out of Jewel-Osco). 
 
Ample opportunity awaits any enterprise that can 
make a business case to enter this loyalty space. 
Several personal financial management (PFM) 
firms, like Check and Intuit, currently offer tools 
that promote the most rewarding transaction cards. 
Don’t hold your breath, but it’s possible that other 
PFM players like Money Desktop, Moven and 
Yodlee will eventually enter this space as a way of 
removing the clouds from the once-clear skies of 
consumer loyalty. 

More than enough data and information exists to assist consumers in tracking and analyzing their reward-based activity 

Mobile technology has the 
potential to allow 
consumers to regularly 
acknowledge the rewards 
they earn on their 
everyday activity at the 
physical point-of-sale 

A credit card offer from Citi might encourage a 
consumer to spend more than he otherwise would 
on dining out while the ‘Crossover’ program from 
Starwood might lure its loyal hotel customers into 
spending more on travel with their partners, Delta 
and Avis. 
 
Marketing continues to be a common driver of 
program enrollment – one that creates noise in 
calculating true value gained from one’s loyalty. 
Offers tend to be circumstantial and tailored to the 
provider, making it difficult for a third party to mine 
through T&Cs and provide an ‘apples-to-apples’ 
view for the consumer. But after all, the goal of 
marketers is to conceal this detail and layer the 
consumer with coupons that encourage impulse 
spending. The marketer never considers the fact 
that one’s financial situation cannot support $500 
worth of spending – but they’ll make sure that the 
consumer felt like they got a deal. 
 
And yet, I as the consumer would like to know 
which clothing store will give me the best rewards 
for $200 worth of holiday spending on professional 
wear without having to sit down and crunch the 
numbers on my own. Unfortunately, there are 
many webs to sort through in identifying which 
loyalty programs offer the greatest value. 
 

Marketing continues to be a 
common driver of program 
enrollment – one that 
creates noise in calculating 
true value gained from 
one’s loyalty 



Retail Banking 
Personal Financial Management (cont.)  

Next time that you’re handed a receipt for an in-
store purchase, take a peek at the small text that is 
printed above the transaction amount. You’ll 
probably note the name of the merchant, store 
location, date and slogan. To convey a sense of 
intimacy, you might find a ‘Thank You’ note and 
name of the cashier or server at the bottom. And 
then, in the body of the receipt, lies the itemized 
detail – which is as overlooked as these other 
attributes, but just as important as the transaction’s 
total charge. 
 
This itemized detail is a more granular subset of the 
higher-level transaction information that makes its 
way to the consumer’s credit card statement. The 
itemized detail – which typically includes quantity 
purchased, brand name, a shorthand version of the 
product description, discounts applied and a SKU 
(inventory) number – is really just data that is 
sourced from the merchant’s point-of-sale (POS) 
terminal and underlying inventory systems. Upon 
completion of a transaction, this data is fed into the 
merchant’s data warehouses to ultimately be 
gobbled up by business intelligence applications 
that allow the business to analyze their sales. 
 
Consumers only get the rolled-up, transaction-level 
version of this data, by way of a paper receipt from 
the merchant and monthly a statement from the 
card issuer. And traditionally, a paper receipt is all 
that the consumer has needed – for the many 
occasions where a shirt or coat doesn’t fit. There 
has been little incentive for the card issuer, or any 
other party involved in the standard consumer 
transaction, to electronically deliver itemized detail 
to consumers. 

For now, itemized detail from receipts figures to remain in the merchants’ vaults, concealing considerable value to consumers  

The merchants, as owners of this itemized data, use 
it to their advantage in all sorts of targeted 
marketing. Few parties other than CVS would know 
that the $60 you spend at their pharmacies each 
week always includes a favorite brand of 
conditioner. Similarly, the four restaurant 
transactions on your credit card statement from 
January would give no hint at your tendency to 
order the sole Cajun platter on the menu wherever 
you dine out. 
 
Instead, third parties like Yelp and Foursquare are 
forced to rely on merchant profiles and consumer 
input to hypothesize which other products and 
services a consumer might enjoy. Fortunately, a 
new PFM app, Wisely, has enhanced this new 
‘product recommendations’ space by tracking the 
average bill size and user volume at a particular 
establishment. However, such metrics are still only 
available at the transaction level, unable to be 
drilled down to show brand competitiveness at a 
grocery store or menu item popularity at a 
restaurant. As of now, such insight is subjective (i.e. 
reviews) and unquantifiable. 
 
There are big benefits to the consumer knowing, 
not only which products, services and brands other 
consumers enjoy, but also what he or she has 
historically spent money on. A consumer might be 
interested in evaluating the impact her multi-item 
purchase at Target has on both grocery and 
personal care budgets, as well as understanding 
whether her peers are purchasing the same brands 
of skin care solutions or not. Long-time PFM app 
Mint offers cross-categorization of transactions but 
that’s it. 

There are big benefits to the 
consumer knowing which 
products, services and brands 
other consumers enjoy 

Merchants own itemized detail of consumer 
transactions and why in the world would they share 
that with other parties like card-issuing banks and 
third-party apps? Such a move would seemingly 
allow competitors to step in front and divert 
customers to other, more convenient or price-
friendly outlets that sport the similar products and 
brands. 
 
Perhaps the only prayer of having this itemized 
detail shared with consumers is through merchant 
loyalty programs, where incremental points and 
rewards are displayed by item in loyalty program 
statements (think of the Marriott and Delta 
statements that display purchase history). The 
detail wouldn’t be available as often as most 
consumers would like and it’s still questionable 
whether merchants would find it necessary to 
display rewards at the itemized level (after all, there 
is a reason they don’t do so right now). 
 
The capture of itemized detail by card issuers seems 
daunting, given the variety of formats that the data 
is spit out by merchant inventory systems. This 
leaves a dim opportunity for any third party that is 
able to pair merchant itemized data (that is willingly 
made available) with card issuer transaction data 
and display it cleanly in a PFM app. For now, 
itemized detail figures to remain in the merchants’ 
vaults, concealing considerable value to consumers. 



Retail Banking 
Opportunities 

As the digital fever continues to invade retail 
banking, there remains a collection of bank execs 
that regularly blast virtual channels for being poor 
domains to build customer relationships and 
generate high-value sales of financial products. And 
despite being a huge proponent of FS innovation, I 
will be the first to resonate with the notion that a 
bank’s physical presence still offers value. However, 
the bank branch cannot be a place where the 
consumer goes only out of pure necessity anymore. 
Instead, it must provide some grounds for 
consumer enjoyment and/or productivity. 
 
Bank branches have the potential to mimic the 
‘coffee shop model’, whereby a large portion of 
foot traffic frequents the shop for more than just a 
cup of coffee. Many guests are drawn to the 
relaxed, warm feel that the venue provides, 
choosing to stick around for an hour or two to 
converse with a friend or study for an exam. 
Compare this carefree environment to the straight-
laced and cold nature of your current local bank 
branch. 
 
This futuristic branch (let’s called it a bank ‘nest’, 
for reference purposes) is not as hypothetical as 
described, with ING Direct having introduced a 
similar concept in the U.S. a few years back and RBS 
Citizens currently operating out of several Dunkin 
Donuts shops. Such an establishment can be viewed 
as a cross between a coffee shop and traditional 
bank branch, doused with the ultra-modern feel of 
an Apple store. Upon entry into the nest, a 
customer is greeted with a layout akin to that of a 
café: a single coffee bar surrounded by tables and 
furniture – quite the lunge from your traditional 
brick-and-mortar bank branch. 
 

Baristas manning the small coffee bar double as 
educators of bank products and mobile apps. Tables 
are branded with print on financial wellness and 
the coffee bar is outfitted with several tablets for 
exploring bank products or logging into accounts. 
And of course, free wireless is available to patrons, 
with a customer’s online banking credentials 
serving as the login gateway (which helps weed out 
some of the Wi-Fi free riders found at Starbucks). 
 
A small, enclosed section of the main floor is 
reserved for self-service transactions, with a debit 
card or QR code enabling access into the zone. The 
kitchen-sized area features one or two full-service 
ATMs with access to video-based tellers. The area 
also includes a wireless printer for those who wish 
to print personal material or bank statements. 
Finally, the nest includes an upstairs or back room 
for sensitive financial activity and individual 
consultation, operated by one or two personal 
bankers with the standard skill sets for processing 
loan applications and guiding customers on varying 
checking accounts. 
 
There are several important points that banks must 
keep in mind when investing in these nests. First, 
there must be differentiation in service and 
atmosphere across the varying sub-sections of the 
outlet. The consumer visiting the nest to take out a 
loan is expecting a substantially different 
experience than the consumer casually reading up 
on the market over coffee. Secondly, the layout 
must be intuitive to the consumer so that he knows 
exactly where to go in depositing cash or seeking 
quick advice on the mobile banking app. 

In today’s digital-first world, the bank branch cannot be a place where the consumer goes only out of pure necessity anymore 

Third and most importantly, nests must be 
complementary to online and mobile offerings. A 
customer might set up a checking account online 
and then come to the nest to have a barista quickly 
show her how to set up mobile bill pay or to pick up 
her debit card. With digital banking at the helm of 
the nest model, these outlets are highly-conducive 
to the omnichannel experience sought after by 
modern-day banks. 
 
And then there is the profitability aspect. Large 
QSRs like Starbucks have surely run analyses on the 
economics of making shops available to the free-
riding public that justify lengthy stays with the 
purchase of a tall latte. Cost-cutting banks, 
burdened with heavy occupancy expenses, would 
seemingly be the last enterprises to lend their floors 
as internet-surfing hangouts. But, if such innovation 
can drive foot traffic to their suddenly-cool nests – 
where staff can easily promote loan and investment 
products –banks may have found a way to make 
branch networks profitable again. 
 
Banks must weigh the incremental value of a 
customer visit against the potentially-large fixed 
overhead costs and variable staffing expenses 
associated with nests. If nests are advertised as 
socially-acceptable locations for surfing the web, 
catching up on work and building financial literacy, 
transformation may be in-play for branch banking. 
It took some time for coffee shops to evolve into 
widespread lounge-type venues, just as it will take 
time for T-Mobile stores to be viewed as bank retail 
outlets. When it’s all said and done, the survival of 
banks’ physical presences could trace back to the 
public’s unusual bond with coffee shops. 



Payments 
Challenges 

Much thought has gone into consumer sentiment 
on mobile wallets and how to drive their adoption 
at stores like Kroger, Old Navy and Walgreens. 
Often lost in the hours spent embedding loyalty 
features and optimizing security platforms is 
consideration for the second party in a commercial 
transaction: the merchant. 
 
Some wallet providers have made the mistake of 
believing that merchant acceptance of a mobile 
wallet (m-wallet) is all that’s required on the 
commercial side of wallet deployment. In reality, 
critical mass of an m-wallet can only be achieved 
when consumers have consistently executed mobile 
payments with a given wallet and built trust that 
the solution will deliver each and every visit to the 
coffee shop or grocer. Consumer trust is shattered 
the moment that a store fails to accept payment 
from a wallet for which it is listed as a partnering 
merchant. 
 
Management’s commitment to purchased solutions 
plays a critical role in an m-wallet’s early success. 
CVS management’s lack of commitment to their 
PayPass point-of-sale (POS) terminals has become 
evident at a Chicago outlet as the pharmacy has 
failed to make its fleet of NFC-enabled terminals 
regularly available for use over the six months that 
they’ve been installed. Similarly, TabbedOut’s 
cloud-based software wasn’t available for mobile 
tab-opening during a recent visit, despite 
bartenders’ knowledge of the software’s presence 
in their systems. 

Consumer trust is shattered when a store fails to accept payment from a wallet for which it is listed as a partnering merchant 

Store management’s 
commitment to purchased 
solutions plays a critical role 
in an m-wallet’s early success 

It’s wishful thinking that one customer’s 
disappointment in non-acceptance of a mobile 
wallet will be a call for action from store 
management. Instead, it’s simply less likely that the 
solution will be endorsed by consumers, making its 
time short at the physical point-of-sale. 
 
While some merchants have failed to configure 
purchased solutions, others have failed to educate 
and train staff on accepting mobile wallets. Such 
was the case at a local Italian carry-out restaurant, 
with cashiers not even aware that their restaurant 
was listed as an available merchant on the PayPal 
mobile app. Another example came at a local Thai 
cuisine when hostesses were unable to locate my 
pre-order in their system. 
 
While seamlessness of pre-ordering will be forever 
dependent on the merchant, wallet providers 
should strive to make in-store (proximity) payments 
as consumer-directed as possible in the interim. 
Despite providers’ push for the ‘invisible payment’, 
the historical existence of a card swipe has induced 
a consumer mentality of self-action when executing 
a payment. So, rather than telling the cashier that 
you’re paying with PayPal (which is more 
dependent on staff member training), it’s often 
easier to simply scan or tap your smartphone 
against an appended reader. 

Wallet providers must remember that the sexiest 
solution isn’t necessarily the one that will replace 
leather. The one-dimensional, unattractive Loop 
Fob (which works at 90% of magstripe POS 
terminals) just may be the wallet that resonates 
with consumers in the near-term due to its close 
resemblance of the sub-conscious swipe of a credit 
card. Providers can do themselves a favor by 
reducing the merchant’s role in mobile transactions 
at the physical point-of-sale as a way of building 
consumer trust in solutions. 

Mobile wallet providers 
should strive to make in-store 
payments as consumer-
directed as possible 
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Payments 
Competitive Analysis 

Loyalty programs and merchant-specific features have pushed consumers toward branded apps over third-party mobile wallets 

Cloud & 
Other 

Merchants 

U.S. Proximity Payments Market 

NFC 

Bar Codes 

Merchants with high transaction volumes 
have chosen to develop proprietary apps 
rather than team up with third parties 

http://michaeldavidsen.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/isis_logo.jpg


Payments 
Competitive Analysis (cont.) 

In five short years, San Francisco-based Square has 
evolved from a mere utility for cab drivers into a 
legitimate player in payments. While still focused 
on its core revenue-generating mobile point-of-sale 
(mPOS) solution, the company has also expanded 
into proximity (in-store) pay and, more recently, 
person-to-person (P2P) pay. And though such 
horizontal strategy should drive brand exposure, 
Square will need to approach its new markets with 
a ‘niche mentality’, just as it has done in mPOS. 
 
Rather than pushing its point-of-sale (POS) 
hardware on big-name retailers like 7-Eleven, 
Square has targeted small and midsized businesses 
(SMBs) that need quick and inexpensive means for 
accepting card payments. The company has 
achieved impressive growth in mPOS despite 
sticking mostly to a niche market of taxi cab drivers, 
freelancers and contractors. To further its reach 
with merchants, Square launched Square Register in 
2013, which closer resembles traditional POS 
hardware and appeals to yet a different merchant 
segment: professional services firms like physicians 
and salons. 
 
While Square continues to grow its mPOS footprint 
it has also taken interest in proximity payments. Its 
Square Wallet mobile app gives consumers, rather 
than merchants, the ability to transact with a 
mobile device at the physical point-of-sale. Using 
Square Wallet, consumers scan a QR code from 
their smartphone to pay for goods and services at 
checkout. The company’s first major partnership 
was struck with Starbucks in August 2012, a move 
that seemingly contradicts its niche strategy. 

Square has sought merchant partners for Square Wallet that lack the necessary capital for developing proprietary mobile apps 

While it’s difficult to make a case for why the 
Starbucks partnership is anything but positive for 
Square, Jack Dorsey and team were surely aware of 
what their app was up against from the get-go. It 
just so happens that the Starbucks app has been the 
most adopted mobile wallet on the market to-date, 
accounting for nearly 14% of in-store transactions. 
With embedded loyalty features, music downloads 
and barista-tipping capabilities, the app easily 
trumps Square Wallet (so long as consumers are 
willing to make room for the app on their 
smartphone and take the time to set up an 
account). 
 
In reality, consumers that visit a specific merchant 
regularly are likely to make room for the store’s 
mobile app if it provides unique benefits, such as 
loyalty points and coupons. We could easily see 
Starbucks-like results with the California-piloted 
Subway mobile wallet and, to a different extent, 
MCX. Consider consumers’ willingness to carry extra 
plastic with the Target REDcard so that they can 
earn cashback on store purchases. A similar 
phenomenon is primed to occur in mobile 
payments as store-branded wallet apps for big-
name retailers and QSRs prove superior to those of 
third parties on the basis of loyalty and other store-
specific features. 

To reel in brand-agnostic consumers, Square may 
offer ancillary features like auto check-in, pre-order 
and appointment scheduling. More importantly, 
Square can maintain its niche strategy by targeting 
smaller, local merchants. Outside of its partnership 
with Starbucks, Square has sought merchant 
partners that lack wide-scale presence and capital 
for developing proprietary mobile apps and 
sophisticated loyalty programs, like Argo Tea. 
 
It would be premature to speculate on Square’s 
exact niche strategy in P2P pay as its Square Cash 
solution launched only six months ago and is still 
largely unknown to consumers. However, I expect 
Square to identify a niche in the wide spectrum of 
P2P use cases (i.e. peer reimbursement, recreation, 
informal services, family fund transfer). 
 
By following this niche strategy, Square foregoes 
the opportunity of being the ubiquitous solution in 
its payments markets, the way PayPal has tried to 
do with online pay and the way Popmoney and 
ClearXchange are struggling to do with P2P pay. 
However, given the sheer complexity and size of the 
payments market (retail payments in particular), 
Square just might have the right idea. 

“ Consumers that visit a 
specific merchant regularly 
are likely to make room for 
the store’s mobile app if it 
provides unique benefits ” 

By following its niche 
strategy, Square foregoes 
the opportunity of being the 
ubiquitous solution in its 
payments markets 
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Payments 
Competitive Analysis (cont.) 

PayPal has retained its crown in an immature P2P payment market despite the emergence of innovative startups like Square 

Tech Companies U.S. P2P Payments Market 

Debit / 
Credit 

Other 

ACH 

Bank P2P solutions have suffered from 
lengthy enrollment processes and a 
confined range of transacting parties 

With use of 
checks still 
highly 
prevalent in 
the U.S., 
banks and 
third parties 
aim to 
simplify 
electronic 
fund transfer 
(EFT) process 



Payments 
Competitive Analysis (cont.) 

In 2013 Apple dropped a number of hints that it 
would try its hand in payments at some point in the 
not-so-distant future. CEO Tim Cook turned 
speculation into reality during the tech giant’s 2013-
Q4 conference call as he referenced the potential of 
the payments market. And while the final product 
may look vastly different than what many gurus 
envision, it’s clear that Apple will soon pair its 
wealth of credit card information with the 
established iOS platform to make a play in 
payments. 
 
As many in the industry have pointed out, the 500 
million-plus credit cards on file in the Apple Store 
serve as precious capital for a digital wallet – one 
which has already taken form in the Keychain 
feature on iPhones. With this kind of infrastructure, 
Apple may take its digital wallet into the 
increasingly popular ‘expedited checkout (Pay with 
Blank)’ space, which has recently drawn the 
attention of Amazon and Chase. 
 
Better yet, Apple may use its digital wallet to give 
iPhone owners the option of linking payment 
information and loyalty cards stored in its Passbook 
app. Imagine receiving a notification immediately 
after a purchase at Target detailing the incremental 
rewards and coupons earned, as well as your loyalty 
point balance at the store. (American Express offers 
a similar feature through Passbook and its mobile 
app) Such a move could quickly derail progress 
made by Google Wallet on the loyalty front. 

It is clear that Apple will soon pair its wealth of card information with the established iOS platform to make a play in payments 

On the note of P2P, Apple may consider leveraging 
its Air Drop functionality, which is a Bluetooth-
based technology allowing iPhone owners to pass 
photos and contact information to nearby friends. 
Launching an Apple P2P network could be as simple 
as deploying a standard payment app on iPhones 
that requires one-time entry of payment card or 
bank information. 
 
As FIs, telcos and tech companies battle for 
consumer adoption of their respective wallets, 
Apple should be viewed as an emerging contender 
in the payments space, despite lacking any sort of 
payments resume. PayPal, in particular, has 
acknowledged the company’s fan-favorite 
reputation, already offering to white label its 
processing services to Apple. With Apple in the mix, 
don’t be surprised to see solutions like Isis, Google 
Wallet and LevelUp phased out of the payments 
picture by this time next year. 

Perhaps an even more groundbreaking territory for 
Apple is proximity (in-store) pay, where the 
company has positioned itself well with its BLE 
(Bluetooth Low Energy)-based, iBeacon technology. 
The micro-geolocation platform provides Apple 
with the rails for driving in-store promotion and 
product discovery, potentially marrying deals with 
user preferences and purchase history. 
 
It’s hard to know what Apple has up its sleeve for 
the actual execution of an in-store payment; QR 
codes and BLE appear to be two logical options in 
the near-term. The long-term approach, however, is 
obviously biometrics and the recently launched 
Touch ID fingerprint scanner, which would add a 
whole new layer of security to proximity pay. The 
beautiful aspect to Touch ID is that it can be 
leveraged in nearly every type of payment. Already 
used for Apple Store purchases, the feature can be 
easily employed in proximity and person-to-person 
(P2P) pay. 

BLE and iBeacons provide 
Apple with the rails for driving 
in-store promotion and 
product discovery, potentially 
marrying deals with user 
preferences and purchase 
history 
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